Abstract. I discuss a natural version of Belyi's Theorem over F q (T ) and prove that the situation I describe is unique and rigid for q ≥ 5 (in the sense described below). fukurô ga sakigake shitari ume no hana kobayashi issa
Preliminaries
Let F q be a finite field of characteristic p > 0 with q elements and let A = F q [T ] be the polynomial ring in one variable T over F q . Let F = F q (T ) be its quotient field, fix an algebraic closureF of F and the separable closure F sep of F inF . Let F ∞ = F q (( 1 T )) be the completion of F at the valuation of F corresponding to ∞ := 1/T . Let C ∞ be the completion of an algebraic closure of F ∞ . Let G = GL 2 (A) ⊂ GL(F ∞ ). Note G is a discrete subgroup of GL(F ∞ ). Let Γ 1 = SL 2 (A) and Γ T = {g ∈ GL 2 (A) : g ≡ 1 mod (T )} .
Then one has inclusions of normal subgroups Γ T ⊂ Γ 1 ⊂ G. None of these groups are finitely generated and Γ 1 has uncountably many subgroups of finite index (see [11, Theorem 12, page 124] ) and the set of congruence subgroups is countable so most of the subgroups of finite index are not congruence subgroups.
Let Γ ⊂ Γ T be a subgroup of finite index. The set ql(Γ) = a ∈ A : 1 a 0 1 ∈ g∈G gΓg −1
will be called the quasi-level of Γ. It is not difficult to show that the ql(Γ) is an F q -subspace of of A = F q [T ] (see [7, Lemma 3 
.1 and its proof]) of finite codimension ([7, Lemma 3.3(ii)]).
The level of Γ, denoted here by l(Γ), is the largest ideal l(Γ) ⊆ ql(Γ) of A contained in the quasi-level of Γ. In general the inclusions l(Γ) ⊆ ql(Γ) may be strict and the level may be zero. It is a theorem that a subgroup Γ of finite index of level l(Γ) = I is a congruence subgroup if and only if Γ contains the full congruence subgroup of G of classical level I (see ( [7] ) and its references for basic facts about level and quasi-level). In particular the notion of level generalizes the classical notion of level of a congruence subgroup of finite index of SL 2 (Z). The group GL(F ∞ ) operates on the classical rigid analytic (i.e. in the sense of Tate) Drinfeld upper half plane H rig = P 1 (C ∞ ) − P 1 (F ∞ ) (by Mobius transformations (see [2] )) and G operates as discrete group with finite stabilizers. By ([3, Page 50]) one sees that stabilizers of order prime to p have eigenvalues in F q 2 and in particular the action of Γ T on H rig is such that no point has stabilizers of p ′ -order (i.e. Γ T has no elliptic elements). Consider the action of a subgroup Γ ⊆ Γ T of finite index on H rig and consider the quotient Y Γ which is a rigid-analytic curve which may be compactified to obtain a rigid analytic space X Γ which is a projective (and hence also algebraizable curve over C ∞ ).
The following example of this is important to this note: for Γ = Γ T , one has an isomorphism of rigid analytic spaces
where B ⊂ P 1 is a closed subset consisting of |B| = q+1 ≥ 3 points, and in this case moreover one has an isomorphism X Γ T ≃ P 1 of (classical) rigid analytic spaces and the points B in particular consists of the cusps of Γ T which are also defined over a finite separable extension of F (for more on this see 2.2(14)).
If X/C ∞ is a projective rigid analytic space, I say that X is weakly-modular if X is isomorphic as a rigid analytic space to X Γ for some subgroup Γ of finite index in Γ T . I say that X is modular if X is weakly modular and l(Γ) = 0. Note that in this case 0 l(Γ) A as Γ ⊂ Γ T (see 2.2(3)) for more on this hypothesis).
If X is weakly modular and hyperbolic (i.e genus of X is at least two) then X is a Mumford curve over C ∞ and so admits a Schottky uniformization. In particular its (topological) fundamental group is a free group on g generators where g is the genus of X (and g ≥ 2 by hyperbolicity). Modularity condition is invariant under geometric automorphisms of Γ 1 (see 2.2(15)) and 2.2(16)). It is possible to formulate a condition stronger than modularity and which I call classical modularity (see 2.2(20)).
The main question and several remarks
Notations and conventions of Section 1 remain in force.
Question 2.1. Suppose X is geometrically connected, smooth, projective, hyperbolic curve defined over finite separable extensions of E/F for which there exists a place v of E lying over ∞ of F such that
First of all there exist such curves (see 2.2(1)) so the class of such curves is non-empty. Any such curve is not isotrivial (see 2.2(11)). Moreover such an X always admits a morphism X → P 1 which is defined over E and unramified outside B (see 2.2(18)). Modularity of X v is a rigid condition (see Theorem 3.1 (given below) and 2.2(3)). In fact the situation is completely rigid for q ≥ 5 (see Theorem 3.1). For connection with classical Belyȋ's Theorem see [1] and 2.2(7) and 2.2(17). There is also a characteristic p > 0 version of Belyȋ's Theorem due to S. S. Abhyankar (1957) which predates Belyȋ's paper (see 2.2(8)). (1) If Γ is a congruence subgroup of level I then by ( [2] ) X Γ is, hyperbolic except for a finite number of ideals of A, and more importantly defined over a finite separable extension of F . So the set of such curves is certainly non-empty. (2) As was also pointed out to me by Akio Tamagawa, I do not address the question of whether or not X Γ is always defined over a finite separable extension of F and in fact I do not know how to prove this at the moment; but I do expect that X Γ is defined over a finite extension of F whenever l(Γ) = 0. In conversations Tamagawa sketched a very interesting method to prove this but this remains to achieved at the moment. Acuspidal subgroups remain quite mysterious (to me). (7) Since every subgroup of finite index of SL 2 (Z) has non-zero level (see [7] and its references), one has a reformulation of classical Belyȋ's Theorem as follows: every smooth, proper curve over finite extension of Q is modular and conversely every compact, connected (uniformizable) complex analytic space of dimension one equipped with a morphism to P 1 which is etale outside B is modular. (8) There is a characteristic p > 0 analog of Belyȋ's Theorem which was in fact discovered by S. S. Abhyankar in his 1957 paper on fundamental groups and has been rediscovered again and again by many people including myself (sometime in 1991-1992). Abhyankar's Theorem says: every smooth, proj. curve X/k over a field of characteristic p > 0 admits a morphism X → P 1 which is unramified outside one point. Abhyankar pointed out to me that he had discovered this version in his paper during one of our meetings at the Tata Institute. (9) Related to the notions quasi-level and level of a subgroup are the notions of cuspidal amplitude and quasi-amplitude (see [8] ). Cuspidal amplitude is an ideal, quasiamplitude is a subgroup of A but not an F q -subspace in general. The intersection of all quasi-amplitudes is the quasi-level and intersection of cusp-amplitudes is the level. So my hypothesis l(Γ) = 0 implies that all the cuspidal amplitudes of Γ are nonzero and that there are only finitely many ideals in the set of cuspidal amplitudes (see [8, Remark 2.4 (ii)]). For an acuspidal subgroup the intersection of cuspidal amplitudes is zero. So in this case cusps have no common ideal of parabolic stabilizers. (10) The assumption that X be a Mumford curve at v is necessary as X Γ is a Mumford curve.
(11) The assumption that X is a Mumford curve at least at one place of E implies that X is not isotrivial. (12) Note that if X Γ is hyperbolic for some Γ ⊆ Γ T then Γ has a free quotient on g generators given by Γ/N where N is the normal subgroup generated by the stabilizers of the cusps. Hence every geometric group automorphism (i.e. an automorphism of Γ 1 which is contained in the group generated by inner automorphisms and automorphisms induced from ring automorphisms of A) of Γ 1 maps Γ T to a congruence subgroup whose level has degree equal to degree of l(Γ T ) = (T ). So the description given above is really independent of the choice of Γ T and invariant under geometric automorphisms of Γ 1 . (17) Proofs of Belyȋ's Theorem show that it is more natural to work with a subgroup Γ ⊂ SL 2 (Z) of finite index which has no elliptic elements whose action on the classical upper half-plane provides a quotient isomorphic to P 1 − B where B consists exactly of three cusps of Γ. So the situation described above bears a close parallel to Belyȋ's Theorem hence the title. (18) Also note that given a curve X over a finite separable extension E/F as in Question 1.1, then there always exists a morphism to X → P 1 over a finite separable extension of E which is unramified outside B. This is proved as follows: Choose some morphism to P 1 defined over E (this exists by Noether normalization). By the usual argument of Belyȋ's proof one can enlarge the branch locus so that all the branch points of this morphism contained in P 1 are defined over this field extension. Now apply an automorphism of P 1 so that the place v at which X is a Mumford curve is mapped to ∞. The remaining points are collapsed to 0 ∈ P 1 − ∞ = A 1 ≃ G a by quotienting by the additive subgroup generated by the remaining points. This gives a morphism X → P 1 which is unramified outside 0, ∞. After passing to a finite separable extension apply an automorphism of P 1 which maps 0, ∞ to two points of B. This gives a morphism X → P 1 over the given base field which is unramified outside B. So every curve X over a finite separable extension of F and which is a Mumford curve at some valuation of the base field always admits a morphism X → P 1 (after passage to some finite separable extension) which is unramified outside B.
(19) Let me note (as was pointed out to me by Berkovitch) that H rig → Y Γ is not a topological or analytic covering (even if one works with Berkovitch spaces) because of the parabolic elements of Γ which have order p. As pointed out to me by Mochizuki, this is not tempered covering either because of presence of p-torsion in Γ (note that quotients of H rig by free groups are tempered coverings). In particular Mochizuki pointed out that the tempered fundamental group does not track such quotients. So this raises the question which fundamental group tracks such discrete coverings of H rig ? Presumably one should could simply takeétale coverings H rig → H rig and their quotients by discrete groups and this should be "fundamental group" of the sort which one can use in this context. (20) It is possible, and even tempting, to consider the following stronger modularity condition: I say that X Γ is classically modular if Γ ⊆ Γ T is a subgroup of finite index such that ql(Γ) = l(Γ) and l(Γ) = 0. This implies the intersection of all cuspidal amplitudes and quasi-amplitudes are equal to the level. If Γ ⊂ Γ T is a congruence subgroup then Γ is classically modular (more generally any congruence subgroup of Γ 1 is classically modular) and any Γ ⊂ SL 2 (Z) certainly is classically modular. At any rate classically modular Γ ⊆ Γ T are also countable. But it seems worth keeping the hypothesis as minimal as possible. So I chose to work with modularity (as opposed to classical modularity). (21) It is tempting to speculate that every hyperbolic, smooth, compact, uniformizable, strictly analytic space (in the sense of Berkovitch) of dimension one over C ∞ is in fact weakly modular. But at this point this seems too wild to be true. (22) As was pointed out to me by Mochizuki, there is also an analog of Belyȋ's Theorem over finite fields (see [10, 12] ): which asserts that X is defined over a finite field if and only if there is a morphism X → P 1 which is tamely ramified outside 0, 1, ∞. Note that if q = 2 then the set |B| = 3, but the morphism X → P 1 is wildly ramified over points of B. In another context, in my construction of the Drinfeld analog of category of Thakur's function field multi-zeta values, I have observed that q = 2 presents presently a distinctly puzzling behavior and this also surfaces in the present context: for q = 2, |B| = 3 means that B can be mapped bijectively into any three-point set in P 1 .
Uniformizational rigidity of Drinfeldian domains
Before proceeding further let me introduce some additional terminology. Let B/F q be an F q algebra. I say that B is a Drinfeldian domain if B = H 0 (C − {x}, O C ) for some geometrically connected, smooth, proper curve C over F q and where x ∈ C is a closed point.
Morphisms of Drinfeldian domains f : B → B
′ is a morphism of smooth, proper curves f : C → C ′ with f (x) = x ′ . I say that a Drinfeldian domain B is uniformizationally rigid if Γ 1 = GL 2 (B) has only countably many subgroups of finite index and non-zero level (note that SL 2 (Z) is uniformizationally rigid). By ( [2] ) any Drinfeldian domain gives rise to many "modularity scenarios" such as the one sketched above (arising from arbitrary Drinfeldian domain B). However my next result (see Theorem 3.1), which strengthens the rigidity theorem of ([7, Theorem 6.8]), shows that for q ≥ 5 there is, up to isomorphism, one and only one uniformizationally rigid Drinfeldian domain: Proof. Let B arise from the datum (C, x) as above. By ( [7, Theorem 6.8] ) B is uniformizationally rigid if and only if the class group of B is trivial. So it suffices to prove that if B is a Drinfeldian domain with trivial class group then B ≃ F q [T ]. Let K be the quotient field of B. Let p x be the unique valuation of K such that B is ring of S = {p x }-integers of K. Let Cl(K), Cl(B) denote class groups of K and B respectively (recall that classgroup of K is by definition equal to Pic 0 (C)(F q )). Then by ( [5, 9] ) one has an exact sequence
where the morphism in the middle maps a divisor of degree z n z [z] (read modulo principal divisors) to the divisor z =x n z [z] (read modulo the image of principal divisors). The groups D 1 is the kernel of this homomorphism and hence D 1 is the subgroup of divisors of K which are supported on p x and are of degree zero modulo its subgroup of principal divisors and by ( [5, 9] ), while D 2 is a certain cyclic subgroup. Firstly since there are no non-trivial divisors of degree zero supported on a single point x, it follows that this short exact sequence reduces to
As Cl(B) has class number one it follows that Cl(K) = 1. As q ≥ 5, by ( [5, 6] ) it follows that there is exactly one function field over F q whose class number is one: namely K = F q (T ). Thus one deduces that C ≃ P 1 . From ( [5, 9] ) one deduces that D 2 = 0 if and only if deg(x) = 1. Thus deg(x) = 1 hence one has (C, {x}) = (P 1 , {x}) where x is a closed point of degree one. Since deg(x) = 1 there are q + 1 choices for x and the corresponding domains B are all isomorphic to A = F q [T ] and hence the result is established.
Since the situation is unique and rigid for q ≥ 5, it seems reasonable that curves in Question 2.1 should have a nice characterization. 
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